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Please Note:

echoes is a news magazine from Al Hathboor Group that is meant for our employees and business associates. Although, immense 
care has been taken to make it error free, we request our esteemed readers to bear with us in case of any mistakes and omissions.

Help us improve echoes with your participation. Please send your feedback, comments, contribution and suggestions to  
echoes@alhathboor.com

FOR FREE IN-HOUSE CIRCULATION ONLY. NOT FOR SALE.

This issue is not laminated since the Al Hathboor Group 
encourages recycling to help protect the planet.  
Kindly recycle once done with this newsletter.

Dear Readers,

The onset of July witnessed a blessed month of Ramadan and Eid-Al-Fitr celebrations. As we return from 
holidays, we are left to reminisce the moments and the time spent with loved ones.

This quarter, AHG had some exciting celebrations - CEO Birthday, launch events by AHI, new business tie-ups, 
delegate visits and the most exciting one; Head Office inauguration.

Beware of the scorching sun above your heads and take precautionary measures of care for yourself and the 
family’s health as we take you into the fitness guide section to cope with Summer. 

Get ready to paint summer yellow and blue. The family-centric event, ‘Dubai Summer Surprises (DSS)’, is an 
initiative that makes the city more exciting for residents and visitors in the summertime. 

This annual event lasts for eight weeks and sprawls across six cool, air-conditioned huge halls in Dubai World 
Trade Centre, crammed with colourful characters, lively children’s entertainers and shows for the whole family 
from June 20 to August 12.

HAPPY SUMMER!! 

Regards, 
Namita Shrivastava
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On May 25, 2017, the Inauguration of the 
newly renovated Head Office took place by 
the hands of honourable Heads of AHG - 
Mr Abdullah Al Hathboor, Chairman in the 
presence of Mr Jamal Al Hathboor, Vice-
Chairman, Mr Majid Al Hathboor, director and 
Mr Salahuddin, CEO. 

The programme was attended by All the 
HOD’s of the Group and other Head office 
Staff members.

Al Hathboor’s Martininzing department has made its Mark in dubai, 
under Mr. Venugopal, (division Manager) in serving many big clients 
and having outlets on prime locations, with well-equipped and 
efficient facilities across Dubai.

MARTINIzING TIE-UP WITH RAdISSON BLU & RAMAdA

A celebration of AHI & Armor All took place for their 30 
year strong collaboration to communicate their major 
milestone on May 18, 2017 at the Movenpick Hotel, 
dubai. 

To mark the glorious occasion, esteemed dignatories 
from the companies graced the venue with their 
presence. 

The stage was then used to launch an additional Armor 
All product in the category for U.A.E. as well. 

It was followed by the Award ceremony and speeches 
sharing their excitement. 

AHI & ARMOR ALL: 30 YEARS OF TOGETHERNESS

MEE is the region’s leading international trade event 
for the power industry, with dedicated product sectors 
for power generation, transmission & distribution, 
lighting, solar and brand new in 2018 - Energy Storage 
& Management Solutions.

AHE participated in the MEE Exhibition on Feb 14 - 16, 
2017, at WTC, dubai.

AHG celebrated the 70th Birthday of CEO 
on June 05, 2017. All the HOds, Higher 
Officials and Staff members were present 
to wish and greet whilst CEO accepted 
their good wishes.

As the world celebrates the World 
Environment day, the carefully chosen 
theme of the occassion was ‘Green’ as 
his love for environment and nature is an 
inspiration to us. 

AHE @ MEE Exhibits

NEWS-IN-BRIEF NEWS-IN-BRIEF
The all new HO Admin wing opened

CELEBRATION OF CEO›s BIRTHDAY

Seen in the picture: CEO, Mr Emad - division Manager (AHE) and AHE Staff with the Legrand delegates

Seen in the picture: Vice-Chairman, CEO, Mr Robert Pearce - Md 
(Partner, Armor All) and Mr Naresh Bhatia - dGM (AHI & AVON) along 
with Armor All delegates

Recent Business & Corporate tie-ups strengthened their position with Hotel brands like; Raddison Blu                        
(dubai Marina), Ramada Chelsea (Al Barsha), Country Club Hotel (Bur dubai) and Palm Beach Hotel (Bur 
dubai) ensuring to serve with spotless laundry solutions causing customer satisfaction.

AHG always strives to move 
ahead, grow and keep employees 
motivated that provides a 
positive impact on the working 
environment as this was one such 
move. 

Words of wisdom and message was conveyed 
on the responsibility of human beings towards 
nature and to plant more trees for a greener 
tomorrow. 

He thanked all visiting staff members for 
making his birthday special and memorable.
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In April 2017, PLET completed the  
renovation project of Central Laundry - Le 
Meridien Airport Hotel, dubai.

A complete redesigning was done to cater  
to the new processes and requirements in 
the laundry section of the Hotel. Adequate 
JENSEN and UNICA products were installed 
that resulted in 7.5 ton increase in the daily 
production capacity.

PLET under the Al Hathboor Enterprise WLL Qatar, has  
completed a project at Naufar Hospital, doha. 

Naufar Hospital Central Laundry is one of the turnkey 
project under the Hamad Medical Corporation. 

Naufar Hospital project is also the first hospital project 
done in Qatar by PLET.

Most of the equipments installed at this project are 
supplied from IPSO, BMM Weston and Rotondi.

Mr Rajapan devadasan joined the the AHG in 1988 as a Helper 

for AHE. His journey started three decades ago and he is quite a 

content man, as narrated in his interview with the Editor.

He gained his UAE driving license in 1990 and then worked as 

a Driver for GMES first few months and then again moved to 

AHE where he worked for 10 years. He got promoted in 2002 as 

‘Assistant Store Keeper’ at AHE Main Warehouse at Rashidiya and served the responsibility till 2012.  

In 2012, he was made the warehouse in-charge for IIS, but he turned 

down the promotion offer citing linguistic skills as the reason. He cared 

more of the company’s image should he takes the position. With his 

moderation, he accepted to become Warehouse Coordinator instead.

Mr Rajapan is from Trivandrum, Kerala. While working here, he purchased 

a land and built a duplex, where his wife resides with their three 

daughters - Aswathy Krishnaraj (Elder daughter), Revathi devadasan 

(Younger) and Karthika devadasan (Youngest).   

Ms Aswathy is married to an Engineer (working in Sharjah). Ms Revathi 

is pursuing B-Tech Engineering (Electronics & Communication) in India and Ms Karthika is pursuing B.Com Honors. 

He finds himself satisfied with what he has achieved from the 

day he landed in UAE. Through ECHOES, he wants to thank

the management cordially for the support he got from company 

and from managers throughout his journey.

He was awarded, ‘Best Employee of the Quarter’and 

‘Best Employee of the Year’ twice in his tenure.

In his own words - “The most precious thing, I learnt here and admire is the team work approach and the support 

of the company whenever it was needed. I feel so privileged to be a part of Al Hathboor Group. Dubai is a City, 

where People grow, work with sincerity, loyality & dedication in a group like, Al Hathboor and the group will 

pay you back unexpectedly”. 

JOURNEY FROM 1988 tO 2017

FAMILY

         His Villa

 AVON @ Burj Al Arab for 21st Global Women Leaders Conference

NEWS-IN-BRIEF
PLET EXECUTES PRESTIGIOUS LE MERIdIEN PROJECT

PLET PROJECT @ QATAR

On the occasion of the International Women’s day, AVON with great 
privilege sponsored the only Global corporate women ambassador 
event, the ‘20th Global Women Leaders Conference’, from March 
7th to 8th, 2017, at the Burj Al Arab, dubai. 

AVON, ‘the company for women’ was thrilled to be associated with 
the event. during this event that has played a decisive role in shaping 
women leaders of the 21st Century, AVON met Corporate Women 
Ambassadors, on the future human capital, global knowledge 
development strategies, best practices and innovative ideas, which 
would mold women leaders to take on increasing responsibilities in 
the manifold developmental activities of governments, corporate, 
local communities and families across the world. 

SPOTLIGHT
RAJAPAN DEVADASAN
29 Years of satisfaction . . .

VILLA
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AHI Organised an Armor All Road 
show promoting the new product 
range of Armor All - AC cleaners 
with Live demos on January 16, 
2017. 

Mr Anthony Sewart (European 
Sales director at Spectrum

NEWS IN BRIEF

AHI Sales & Marketing team organised a Nataraj & Sivo Sales 
Seminar - 2017 with the agenda of Sales Analysis, Market Analysis 
& Future Business Targets at the Oceanic, Khorfakkan Resort on 
March 11, 2017. The Seminar was addressed by Mr Niraj Pandya 
(dGM International Business - Hindustan Pencils Pvt. Ltd.) & 
Mr dinesh J Chawla (Regional Manager International Business - 
Hindustan Pencils Pvt. Ltd.). 

Towards the end of the seminar, an Award ceremony was held to 
honour the best acheivers with Mr Naresh as his entire Nataraj 
Sales & Marketing team were awarded for their performance.

AHI welcomed the delegates of PIAVE Marketing Team, Mr Flavio 
Gobbo (Export Manager) and Ms Martina zecchin (Marketing) on 
February 6, 2017.

A meeting to discuss the business targets and business prospects in 
the UAE with Mr Naresh Bhatia was held at the AHI meeting Office.

AHI’s brand - daler-Rowney actively supported Painting and 
Artwork Exhibition titled ‘Sinyar Gallery Event’ with its varied 
color range and other painting accessories to all. Visitors were 
encouraged to try their hands on Canvas and were facilitated by 
a free supply of all its product range.

The event was organised by dr. Soheil Baddor (Member of 
Emirates Fine Art Society) at the dubai design distict.

ARMOR ALL ROAdSHOW @ dUBAI FESTIVAL CITY

KORES dELEGATES AT AHI
The Kores Marketing Team, Mr Peschel Alexander (director), Ms   
Beier Silvia (Head of Import & Export) and Mr Henry Abrahamian 
(Regional Sales Manager) met at the AHI Dubai Sales office.

The Business Meeting was conducted with the Kores UAE Sales & 
Marketing team to discuss future prospects with AHI on March 13, 
2017.

AHI supported a Painting Competition along with with its Nataraj and 
daler-Rowney brands @ dESC on March 23, 2017. Career day at dESC 
(dubai English Speaking College) is one of the biggest event that draws 
over 130 professional speakers from various industries. More than 2000 
Students from 40 distinct nationalities attended this event. Nataraj and 
daler-Rowney took active participation in this competition and supported 
the participative students with products and distribution of free samples.

Brands, Inc.), Mr Robert Pearce & Mr Martin Schraer (Armor All Marketing team) along with Mr Naresh 
Bhatia were the key particpants of the event.

SINYAR GALLERY EVENT SUPPORTEd BY dALER - ROWNEY

AHI @ WONdERLANd AMUSEMENT PARK

The AHI staff catered to all the brands under it’s 
wing and was appreciated witnessing a footfall of 
over 20000.

AHI WAREHOUSE OPENING AT dUBAI 
INVESTMENT PARK

NATARAJ - SIVO SALES SEMINAR 2017

Mr Bhowmik Sanghvi (director - Hindustan Pencils Pvt. Ltd.) supported 
this initiative to project the brand Nataraj further in dubai.

Also present at the opening were Mr Naresh Bhatia, HOds and AHI 
Staff for the celebrations.

PAINTING COMPETITION @ dESC

PIAVE dELEGATES AT AHI

NEWS-IN-BRIEF NEWS-IN-BRIEF

On April 07, 2017, AHI organized an event at the Wonderland 
Amusement Park, dubai. A variety of interactive events were executed 
by AHI’s well-known brands such as the Nataraj Road Show at the 
Community Show Area, daler - Rowney’s Art & Painting competition, 
and an Armor All Road show and Live demo of its products.

AHI opened their new Warehouse at dIP in dubai by the hands of 
the CEO on March 22, 2017. Nataraj, a prominent brand with AHI, 
alongwith the Sales and Marketing team of AHI launched the new fleet 
of Nataraj Branded Cars. 
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GMES hosted a dinner in the honour of Mr Willy Caubergs 
(Outgoing Managing diector - Crosby Europe) in March 2017.

Growth prospects for the Crosby business in the UAE were 
highlighted and discussed.

Seen in the picture: Mr Willy, Mr Jason Colwell (Managing 
director - Crosby), Mr Rob Van Put (director of Training - 
Crosby), Mr Marcel Tabuteau (Area Sales Manager - Crosby) 
with the CEO, Mr K.M Shetty (Sr. GM - GMES/EMMESCO) and 
Mr deepak Bhatkal

AHI celebrated the holy Month of Ramadan by 
organizing an Iftar party for their Sales & Marketing 
Team as well as their warehouse staff at their new 
warehouse in dIP on June 11, 2017.

NEWS - IN - BRIEF
IFTAR PARTY AT AHI & AVON

AVON invited their members and relished on the Iftar party 
with the office staff along with the team from Sharjah and 
Abu dhabi on June 17, 2017.

CROSBY VISIT TO GMES

THE ABCs OF CUSTOMER SERVICE

a. Always greet the customer with a 
smile in your voice
B. Begin each day with a check-up: 
your appearance, your attitude and 
your outlook
C. Call the customer by name - the 
personal touch pays off

Source: UNKNOWN

IIS TEAM IFTAR PARTY IN 
JUNE 2017

An Iftar party was organized for th entire team of 
IIS at the Movenpick Hotel located in Al Mamzar 
in June 2017.

Seen in the picture: Mr Feroz Khan with the IIS 
Team

IFTAR FOR MARTINIzING EMPLOYEES & 
SONAPUR RESIdENTS

An Iftar party was organized at the Martinizing facility of 
AHG on June 21, 2017 by the dM a well as Sonapur by the 
HR department. All Martinizing employees and Sonapur 
residents were cordially invited and relished on the feast.

d. deal with customer complaints promptly and positively
e. Extra effort keeps customers coming back again and again
F. Find your customer needs and fil l  them consistently and completely
G. Go the extra mile: it wins customer commitment
H. Hear what the customer is saying: l isten with both ears and an open     
mind
I. Intensify your customer service attitude. Service excellence is not a 
slogan, it is a way of doing business
J. Just do it right the first time and you wont have to make excuses for 
doing it the second time
K. Keep the customer satisfied. Period.
l. Learn from your customer service complaints. They are not just 
gripes; they are unexpected opportunities for improvement
M. Meet - better yet, exceed - the expectations of your customers
N. Never underestimate the value of l istening
o. Only customers can define service expectations, so go ask them 
what they want from you
P. Performance is the one thing that counts, promises aren’t worth 
ANYTHING unless you deliver what you promised
Q. Quality of service is as important as quality of product
R. Respect the uniqueness of your customers; each of them is an 
individual
s. Seek out new ways to please them
t. Thank the customer - always, and in all ways
U. Use feedback systems to improve your service levels and your 
     profits
V. Value customer complaints and comments
W. Work, work, work. There is no short-cut to excellence
X. Exhibit genuine concern for customer
Y. Yes, customers are always right, even when they seem so wrong
Z. zealously pursue service excellence. No matter how good you are,             
strive to become better 
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LEGRANd GET-TOGETHER IN LEBANON

NEWS - IN - BRIEF

The Middle East Partner’s Appreciation Event was held at Beirut, 
Lebanon, between February 26 and March 01, 2017 and was 
organised by Legrand, our esteemed brand partner in IIS. 

As part of the event, a trip was also organised to ‘The Faraya 
Mountains’, about 45 kms from Beirut.

The event was also attended by Mr Emad - division Manager 
(AHE) and Mr Osman - division Manager (PCG).

Seen in the picture: Mr Feroz Khan, 
Mr Nicolas Hobeilah, GM - Legrand 
Middle East and Mr Franck Moulin, 
Business developer (Uninterruptible 
Power Supplies) - GCC

Seen in the picture: Mr Feroz 
Khan, dGM - IIS with Ms Amily 
zegmout, GM - Gulf Countries

10 ways to save on your energy bill this summer

With summer on the horizon, here are some simple ways to 
cut down on energy usage and ensure your home is running 
as efficiently as possible:

1. Keep your cool
Make sure your air-conditioning units are well maintained by 
having a pre-summer check-up from a reputable maintenance 
company

2. Flick the switch
Electronic devices still draw energy when they are plugged in but 
not in use so get into the habit of unplugging anything that’s not 
needed. 

3. Set the laundry rules
Around 90 per cent of a washing machine’s energy is used to 
actually heat the water, so washing your clothes at 30 - 40 C will 
help keep your electricity bill in check 

4. Cut down on water waste
Toilets can account for almost 30 per cent of all indoor water use, 
so fit a dual flush button to save on wastage 

5. Bath for a shower
Take a quick shower rather than a bath and you’ll save an average 
of 20 gallons (76 litres) of water

6. Be a creative cook
On very hot days, you can avoid overheating your home by 
preparing your meals on the hob instead of using the oven

7. Beat the Heat
Drawing the curtains in empty rooms to help reduce the heat 
radiation through your windows will keep your home cooler

8. Green-over your garden
Water your lawn before 8am or after 6pm in several short sessions 
rather than one long one as this way the moisture is more easily 
absorbed

9. Protect the pool
An average-sized pool left uncovered can lose as much as 1,000 
gallons (3,785 litres) of water per month

10. Harness Solar Power
If you’re a villa owner, you can submit an application to the Dubai 
Electricity and Water Authority to install photovoltaic panels to 
generate solar power for your personal consumption, which in turn 
will reduce your energy bills 

PRESTIGIOUS PROJECTS BAGGEd BY IIS IN THE QUARTER

BaY VIeW Hotel

LOCATION: BUSINESS BAY
ITEMS SUPPLIEd: LEGRANd ARTEOR 
RANGE WIRING
ACCESSORIES
CONTRACTOR: M/S THE SPECON GROUP

W Hotel & ResIdeNCes

LOCATION: THE PALM JUMEIRAH
ITEMS SUPPLIEd: LEGRANd ARTEOR 
RANGE WIRING ACCESSORIES
CONTRACTOR: M/S dRAKE SCULL

WaFI Hotel – NeW eXteNsIoN

LOCATION: HEALTHCARE CITY
ITEMS UNdER SUPPLY: LEGRANd ARTEOR RANGE WIRING ACCESSORIES

Source: DEWA (as published in 
Gulf News)

Source: Gulf News e-newspaper
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Uniquely, it’s a quick weight reducing diet plan. It is a High Fat 
diet with Very Low Carbohydrate & moderate Protein intake.  

When your body has no access to food, like when you are 
sleeping or when you are on a ketogenic diet, the body will burn 
fat and create molecules called ketones. The ketones replace 
carbohydrates as your body’s main energy source, meaning you 
are running on a burning fat mode. 

You cut down glucose formation in body and body starts using 
fat for energy and fat transforms into ketones. After a few days or 
weeks on such a diet, the body and brain become very efficient at 
burning fat and using ketones for fuel, instead of carbohydrate 
and glucose. Subsequently, you will see a big change in your 
body weight very soon.

WAnT TO shED OuT yOur ExCEss WEIghT?  Is ThE AnsWEr YES!?

ketogenic diet

a daily battle with summeR . . . 

It’s summer time in the UAE and you can feel 
the heat more intensely. Well, it’s part of our life 
when you are living in the Gulf region to cope with 
scorching summer and sustain.

Quick Tips to fight with summer Irritation:
- Stay hydrated with 8 - 10 glasses of water per day. 
Add salt to water, it will help in water retention in 
the body

- ‘Eat Less, drink More’ is the mantra as dehydration 
causes hunger

- do you know why watermelon comes in summer 
season? Because its the best food to fight summer!
 
- Eat more Astringent rich food, it helps in keeping 
water intact and cooling down body temperature 
for longer periods of time

- Stay away from Microwaved food, Junk food, dry 
fruits & dates

- To instantly cool your body; Apply ice cubes 
wrapped in towel - behind your Neck, Foot Sole, 
Wrist and Knees

FITNESS GUIDE >>NEWS-IN-BRIEF
FaRewell

It is always saddening to see our best go!! Mr Emad parts with us due to his personal commitments.  
Several seniors including the CEO, Hods and the staff wished him the best of future. 
Farewell parties were organised at ‘Flora Creek Hotel’ and ‘Collective Restaurant - Grand Hyatt’ on July 02 
and 03, 2017, respectively.

AVON FEATUREd ARTICLE IN GLORIA 
HOTEL IN-HOUSE MAGAzINE

Seen in the picture: CEO and Mr Emad with the AHE 
Team

Seen in the picture: CEO, GM, dGM, Hods, 
Ms Maria, Ms Kristine and AHE staff members

As part of its Beauty awareness campaign, AVON - the company for women 
conducts Grooming sessions with renowned Hotels, Hospitals and more 
sectors of dubai. AVON has partnered with Gloria chain of Hotels for their  
monthly in-house magazine titled - ‘Insights’ wherein a ‘Beauty Column’ is 
featured by AVON.

Picture 2: Magazine 
Cover

Picture 1: Published Article 
screenshot

Official Monthly Newsletter of Gloria & Yassat Gloria Hotel, Dubai Internet City

March 2017,Issue No.16

www.facebook/gloriahotelcolleague’spage

What’s happening... 

Let’s Celebrate page 5

STAR COLLEAGUES OF THE MONTH page 6

Rewards and Recognition page 5

Healthy Living page 7

BEAUTY TIPS BY AVON page 8

And more…

Feature of the month: Your Lifestyle page 5

Colleague’s Adventure Corner page 3

LOOK WHO’S TALKING page 3

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY page 4

How to promote a 
green planet page 2

LIGHTS OFF FOR A 
GREENER PLANET page 2 

Animal Kingdom page 3

Mr Erik Nelander, President - SKF Industrial 
division along with the GMES and SKF 
dubai team visited  the dubai Metro and 
dP World on April 27, 2017. This visit has 
enabled GMES and SKF teams to understand 
customer needs and formulate future 
business plan being customer-oriented and 
market-oriented. 

It will support in executing the action plan 
to grow the current business and make the 
end-user satisfied with the services.

SKF - GMES OFFICIAL VISIT TO dP WORLd & dUBAI METRO

Seen in the picture: Mr Erik Nelander (President - SKF Industrial division), Mr Medi Kazerouni,(GM - SKF dubai), 
Mr  Saeed Habib (Key Accounts Manager), Mr deepak Bhatkal (Sr. dM - GMES) with the officials from DP World 
and dubai Metro
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CEO GARdEN AT A GLANCE
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aVoN
BRIGSON TITUS Graphic designer
ALKA UTTAMCHANdANI National Sales Manger
MARIYA SHAHId Customer Service Coordinator
GIREESH KUMAR                    Store Assistant 
ABOO                                     Customer Service Asst.
SHAHIN BEGUM                     Sales Coordinator
NGU JOSEPH                          Area Sales supervisior
ARTI BALA                               Beauty Trainer
SIHAM SOUILMI                     Customer Service Coordinator

PCG
ARUN KUMAR Asst. Technician 
VINEETH VASU Technician

Ho
SREEPRIYA MANNATTIL  HR Assistant
ANJUM WAQAS                      Cleaner
REHAN KHURSHId                  Executive Corporate Comm.

aHF
EMAd ROUzEK  division Manager
RAVINdRAN MAHESH             division Manger
ANITA YONJON                       Key Accounts Manager
RAMESH KUMAERASON         Warehouse Assistant
MIdHUN RAJ                           Sales Coordinator

eMeesCo 
MARGIE CORTEz  Sales Coordinator        

MaRtINIZING
JAYAMOHAN SAdASIVAS  Laundry Operator
SATHYABABU PONALLA  Laundry Cleaner
MALIK SHAH  driver
SANTHOSH KUMARAN  driver
RAJESHWAR ARGULA  Laundry Assistant
FASIL MAMMIKUTTY  Counter Clerk 

aGa
THOMAS P.T  Sales Representative

Plet
BINEESH THOMAS  Sr. Technician

GMes
SURESH BHATIA  Key account Manger
HIYAS ROCHEE                        Sales Coordinator
PROCESSO                              Storekeeper
MARY ANJANETTE                  Sales Coordinator
JUMMA KHAN                        Warehouse Assistant

aVoN
ALIA FAISAL Area Sales Supervisor
BINISH KAMPURAM Graphic designer 
SHAMEERA SANISH  Customer Service Asst

aHe 
MANJEET SINGH Business development Manager
MOHAMMEd FAISAL  Sr. Sales Engineer

aGa
zUBAIR ALI MUHAMMAd      Warehouse Assistant
JANGITI SAGAR                      Warehouse Assistant
KAILASH INdRPAL                  Forklift driver
MOHAMMEd MOHSIN          Asst Technician

GMes
EASSO VARGHESE   Warehouse Assistant
JONALYN SERRATO                Sales Coordinator
 
Ho
SAMUEL PHILIPOSE               HR Assistant
SAFWAN SALAHUddIN         dy. Mngr-Central Purchase & Logistics
AMIR KAREEM                       Cleaner

MaRtINIZING
SHAILENdRA SINGH  Counter Clerk 
MURUGAN SIVAN  Laundry Assistant
RAJKUMAR KANOUJIA  Lanudry Operator
UNNIKRISHNAN  Jr. Technician
BIJU RETNAKARAN  driver
VINOd SOMARAJ  driver
AJAY KUMAR  Laundry Assistant
NEELAKANdAN                       driver
HARIKRISHNA                         Laundry Assistant
ASIF ISRAIL ALI                        Jr. Technician

IIs
RAJA VASUdEV  Sales Engineer - ELV system
ATUL RANGEETH  Jr.design & Estimation Engg. 
TAMER YOUSRI  Sr. Sales Engineer
RAJESH RAJENdRAN               Sales Engineer
MUSHTAQUE AHMEd PARKAR    Business dev. Mngr

MOHAMMEd FAIzAL               Operations Manager

PCG
THERESA SAYSON Office Coordinator

MOHAMEd IRFAN Sales Executive 

aHF
FAIJAS FAISAL                         Sales Coordinator
SUMOd PUdOVAL                  Sales Manager

BEAUTY TIPS BY AVON

tHe BeNeFIts oF Rose WateR
Are you planning a holiday? don’t forget to take rose water along! Rosewater can not only 
prevent but also calm the redness and burning associated with sunburn owing to its 
anti-inflammatory action. 

Rose water is easily available and is an affordable home remedy that can benefit all types 
of skin. It hydrates the dry skin, tones the oily skin, repairs the ageing skin and soothes the 
sensitive skin. 

Here are 5 wonderful benefits -

1. Soothes the Sensitive Skin                        
2. Keeps Acne Away as Rose water might reduce pimples by removing oil from your 
face and stopping the growth of bacteria                        
3. Prevents Sunburn
4. Hydrates the dry Skin - Is rose water enough to hydrate dry skin? No, our skin 
needs both lipid and water to hydrate itself                       
5. Repairs the Ageing Skin

did you know that ageing of skin is accelerated by exposure 
to UV rays, pollution, harsh skin care products, stress or 
even unhealthy diet and lifestyle? 

All these factors damage your skin by generating harmful 
free radicals that can be removed by the anti-oxidant action 
of Rose water.

AVON’s Rose Water contains the pure essence of roses 
that’s perfect for summer as a cooling splash to refresh 
your face or to apply on your eyelids.  

WelCoMe

FaReWell




